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REPORT 0F THE 1997 ROUNITABLE
ON BURMAU

Vancouver

"Consider Burina as a frozen lake. On the surface,
because of repression, everything sems frozen.
But when the Sun cornes out and the ice meits,
you ind out there was a lot of life underneath ail
along..." (Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, 1997)

The Roundtable was held at Simon Fraser University on 28 April 1997. Steven Lee,

Director of the Canadian Centre for Foreign Policy Developinent welcomned the Roundtable

participants to this opportunity to "think togethe?» about B urina. Burina has been identified

as a critical issue in Canada's foreign policy as well as of great personal interest to Minister

n of Burrna's drug trade (wbich bas a considerable
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below). She said that these bilateral measures were in addition ta, the numerous efforts in

and through muttilateral institutions, including development banks and UN agencies. Ingrid

Hall described her view that in the near future the grip of SLORC would probably tighten

around the forces of the democratic opposition. This coincides with the readiness of

ASEAN to admit Burina (along with Laos and Canibodia) as members; she explained that

Minister Axworthy had maised the issue of delaying Burma's membership with ail the

ASEAN's Foreign Ministers. Andrew Shore of DFAIT described Canada's rote in the

resolution passed by UN members (a few weeks before the Roundtable) calling on the

Governinent of Myanar to end human rights violations. The question of trade and

investment was deait with by Khawar Nasim of DFAIT, explaining that Canadian

imports from Bunma were relativeiy small, and concentrated in garments, and that exports

to Burina were even sinaller, and concentrated in equipinent for muning and logging.

Moreover, there is a concensus among a number of member countries that Burina shouid

not be ailowed access to Asian Development Bank funds which originated as ODA
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build-up in refugees along the Thai border. She said that this work has to be done in

concert with a number of other donors and agencies.

On the Objective of Canadian Approaches

Participants in the Roundtable were in general agreement on the desirability of

sending SLORC a strong message disapproving the violations of human rights in Burina,

noting that such a message had been sent in the UN Resolution on Burina passed in April

1997. The urgency of the human ri ghts situation is escalating and calis for condemnation of

and/or influence upon SL.ORC's policies and practices. A matrix of relationships between

four key elements emerged as fundamental in the Roundtable deliberations: 1) developinent

of a more democratic society and economy, 2) the appropriate treatment of ethnic; minorities

and refugees, 4) control of the dr-ug economy and drug trade. 4) development of legitimate

investinent and trade. Obviously there is a strong perceived linkage between these four

objectives: a more democratic society would treat its minorities appropriately, and

conditions for legitimate investinent and trade would tend to dirninish the government's

reliance upon the drug trade. Control of the drug economny might lead to a more democratic
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argued that such options must aiways be kept open in case opportunities for unilateral

action or working inside Burina suddenly appear.

Policy options in these areas, it was said by Peter Globensky of Associates to

Develop Democratic Burina oild be evaluated by whether they aid, azbet, or imýpede

Burma's democi çdevelopmet, and whether they would permit Canada to proceed with

the greatest flexibility. There was a concnu that pcoiicy options which would encourage

Canada to develop and maintain a creative, visible, and acive mile in and around Burma

were mot esirable. Selectig the appropriate pblicy tools to use to apply pressure on

SLORC requires a careful aseset ofbenefis risks and costs to Canada's reputation,

energy, resources, other reltonhp, and values. (It wa3 pointed out that further rsac

is ncsayto asetifrom Canp.da's point of view, the legality of some strategies.)

These sanie policy optin w1ih are fowid attractive to Canadians need to be carefully

rcviewed with respect to the security and aspirations of the Burmese people. Action needs
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It was proposed and agreed that the imposition of sanctions be assessed from, three

perspectives:

- Would the imposition of sanctions be mor-aily and legally night'?

- Would sanctions be strategically useftd ?

- Would sanctions bc effective, symbolically and/or practically?

A LIST 0F THE CURRENT APPLICATION 0F CANADIAN MEASURES

" no use of bilateral ODA since 1988

" no use by Burina of ODA through the Int. Financial Institutions (eg Asian Dcv Bank)

" no off iciai Canadian trade promotion

" no visas granted to SLORC officiais

" no tecimical cooperation

" no sales of military equipment

" no EDC rislc insurance for any Canadian company doing business ini Burma

" no diplomnatic presence and no commercial missions

" Co-sponsor of UN resolution condemning human rights conditions in Burina

IN FAVOUR 0F ECONOMIC SANCTIONS
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3 By cuuting off trade with Canada, sanctions would reduce hard currency capital available

to the SLORC régime.

4 Although the value of legitimate trade between Canada and Burina is sinail', Burma's

economy is itself small and the ef'fect of a suspension in trade concentmated in one sector

(such as garments) would be noticed.

5 If, due to the structure of trade, the sanctions mainly affected the garment/textile

industry, they would have a ripple effect ini the military community, because it is reported

that having a relative in the military is a pre-requisite to obtaining employxnent in the

industry. This ipple effect would underine the prestige of the military.

6 Canada's announcèment of economic sanctions would spread support for Daw Suu Kyi

herseif, the person pmoperly elected as leader of the (suspended) Parliament , and would

give confidence to the majority of the Burmese people. Don't adopt sanctions as a way to

punish SLORC but to assist the Burmese people.
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9 Sanctions may offer some comfort and support to those within ASEAN, including

leaders not now in power, who woudd like to disagree with ASEAN's acceptance of

Burma's membership, or with Burma's policies.

10 There was somne concern expressed that a cail for partial or voluntary sanctions flot take

the place of formai trade sanctions, reference being made to the ineffectiveness of the cal

for voluntary and partial sanctions in South Afnica, especially in the mining and inivestment

sectors.

1l Sanctions should be unilateral, if necessary, and other countries would follow the

Canadian lead. This is what is meant about Canada as leader.

12 There was some preference, anxong those who advocated sanctions, for applying themn

nn hnÉde inve.qtment- and business rather than on other sectors such as education, culture,
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more chance of aiding democracy in Burma with or without Canadian economic

sanctions"?

3 Participants present knew of no other country which lias imposed economic/trade

sanctions on Burina.

4 The unpredictability of SLORC's reaction makes ascentaining the effect of sanctions on

Burmese people (including refugees on the border) diff icuit. The imminent admission of

Burina into ASEAN bas fueled this concemn, as it is believed that as a recognized member

of ASEAN, SLORC wiIl be less exposed to international pressure. Foreign Ministers of

Most major ASEAN members have already stated that the imposition of a US ban on new

investment (after 23 April) would flot alter the timetable of Bunna's joining ASEAN in the

near future. (Minister Axworthy had already raised with his ASEAN couniter-parts the

question of delaying membership in ASEAN until certain milestones had been achieved.
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pressures, using conditionality and benchrnarks to achieve certain negotiated improvement

in objective conditions, for exarnple in the garment sector. One problem with this approach

is that current agreements with the WTO limit Canada from acting unilaterally in a sector

like garments. Lt was agreed this sector-by-sector approach required further study.

7 The actual value of the application of the Generalized System of Preferences is currently

$ 18,000. This was viewed as providing negligible leverage.

8 Lt was feit that more lcnowledge is needed before a decision on sanctions could be taken.

It was also noted that there is insufficient information as to the legality of Canada

unilaterally imposing trade sanctions. In the past, Canada bas been a party to multilateral

initiatives. Further research is required before the recoinmendation to move unilaterally'on

sanctions on Burina that there is little left to
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10 It was sugygested that a public cynicism about the motivations for imposing sanctions is

partly to blame for the "International confusion" and the Canadian confusion referred to

above. Canada lias flot imposed sanctions on big trading partners like China, so what

would the public think of our motivation to impose thein on small countries like Burina?

Overcoming this cynicism among Canadians would be difficuit if sanctions were imposed.

In contrast, measures are needed to assist Canada to take a leadership position vis-a-vis

Burma, and human riglits in general. It was suggested that one of the reasons that the

various strategies already in place (such as the suspension of foreign aid) have been

ineffective in altering the cyicism is because they are not conimon knowledge among

Canadians. Making Canadians more fully aware about our positions on Burina is the first

step ta creating a more visible mile for Canada in assisting the Burmnese people. ibis was

said in clear recognition in the Roundtable of the measures already taken by Canada, and of

the efforts by agencies like ICHRDD in Montreal or IDRC in Ottawa, and Canladian NGOs,

to find practical ways to persue these broad objectives.
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about sanctions are answered. This issue was not discussed in detail. Although it was

noted that some Canadian mining companies now work in Burma, other Canadian

companies with potential siilis and interests are awaiting a significant change in internai

conditions before persuing that option. One representative of a major Canadian comnpany of

consulting engineers prescrnt, Jennït'er Simons noted that her company (H.A. Simons)

had discussed this and continues to discuss it, but is awaiting significant changes before

acting on opportunities in the mining field. She said that the question of worlcing in Burina

induced a debate in hier company, and there was a difference of opinion at différent levels

and in different departinents. but that the company would hold back until changes occured.

I WITH REFERENCE TO REFUGEES AND) EI7HNIC MIlNORITIES

Provide Caxiadians with better information about the informai actions aiready

the ectent
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would be the danger to the lives and work of hundreds of people woring for human rights

and democracy in the region. Their fates would be uncertain as it is difficuit to predict the

extent to which ASEAN counitries (including Thailand) would or wouid flot support work

wbich was inherently critical of SLORC. Sorne consideration should be given as to

whether Canadians would welcome Burmese refugees to Canada, and the question was

raised as to whether Burina was presently classified in Canadian refugee/irnmigration

policy as a "criminal regime".

II WITH REFERENCE TO THE DRUG ECONOMY AND TRADE

- Press for aggressive action on Burma's heroin trade with international partners,

such as UN, G7, APEC, etc.

" Press drug issues with ASEAN members, especially Thailand.

" Encourage UN Worlcing Group on Drugs to proceed quiclcly.

" Develop supplemental policy responses to drug-related issues both abroad and at

home.

There was general recogition that econornic sanctions, if imposed by Canada,
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abroad. Other participants said the role of the drug economy in Burma's development also

needs to be better understood, SQ that when/if SLORC changes, the economuc dependence

and health problems associated with it can be addressed.

III WITH REFERENCE TO LONG-TERM SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENTr

- Enlist the assistance of Asian democracies and democratic leaders (in and out of

power) in achieving Burina's goals of a more democratic and sustainable form of

development,

- Find ASEAN member(s) willing to use their influence in support of human rights

improvements which are related to sustained economic development,

*Actively support and promote the UN Resolution on human rights nB urina, and

support the Secretary-General's appointed Special Representative on Burina

- Consult with Burmese governmnent-in-exile, and other groups, to insure optimal

effectiveness of Canadian policy initiatives.

- "Reacli in" and build communication bridges to and between Burmese people

through use of Radio Canada International (RCI), starting with English language

broadcasts. Canada could also cooperate with Norwegian broadcasts to Burma

lanmma2es: ini Peneral. Canada should enhance media access for people raising the
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Certain initiatives were identified as requiring urgent and immediate attention, such as

trying to influence ASEAN members through dialogue to bring influence on Burina. The

Canadian Ambassador to Thailand's visits to Burina, and to visit Daw Suu Kyi should be

-continued. Twelve such visits were noted. Interwoven with the political and economnic

considerations were two recurrent themes: the desperate situation of Burmese people in the

country and on the border, and the worsening situation of Daw Aung San Suu Kyi and the

harsh treatinent of other democratic activisîs by SLORC.

The final initiative called for by participants of the Roundtable was the preparation of

Canadians and Burmese for long-terni cominntient and the expectation of slow changes ini

Burma's situation. This might require a change in officiai approach, to aclcnowledge that

ODA and other resources could be used for such activities outside Burina. This long-terni
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